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ABSTRACT: Interconnection networks are basic required infrastructure in organization for communication. Routing 
algorithm is backbone of any interconnection network that find path from source to destination. Topology is also key 
point in the sense of performance of network. The routing algorithm determines if the performance bound can be 
achieved under various traffic patterns. In this work, we evaluate the impact of adaptive routing in large-scale networks 
in particular; we focus on the impact of far-end congestion on adaptive routing for the Dragonfly topology .which is 
impactful on the overall performance on interconnection network.In this work, we focus on the Dragonfly topology that 
has been used in recent large-scale systems. And also on Fat-tree topologies which is also used for large scale system. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  
 

Here, we take a survey report to identify the impact of far-end congestionthat occurs in large-scale networks because of 
long latency between neighboringrouters and the different length channels in the topology. In which all previous 
relatedwork congestion at the far-end of the channel is not accurately representedat the near-end since in-flight packets 
(or credits) that are being transmitted do notrepresent true congestion. In this, we see that Transient congestion is the 
result offluctuation of network queue occupancy due to random traffic variation and also gives inaccurate adaptive 
routing decisions. 

 
II. RELATED WORK 

 
In this work, we recognize the effect of far-end clog that happens in huge scale systems due to long idleness between 
neighboring switches and the distinctive length diverts in the topology. The blockage at the furthest end of the channel 
is not precisely spoke to at the close end since in-flight parcels (or credits) that are being transmitted don't speak to 
genuine clog. Subsequently, we additionally allude to far-end clog as apparition blockage since the clog may be "false". 
To defeat this constraint, we propose a history-window approach that evacuates the effect of in-flight clog. Transient 
blockage is the aftereffect of fluctuation of system line inhabitance because of irregular traffic variety furthermore 
brings about off base versatile steering choices. We indicate how utilizing the normal of the line values in the present 
switch notwithstanding actualizing blockage balance limit mitigates the effect of transient clog. Our outcomes 
demonstrate that the proposed methods significantly enhance the dormancy and throughput of the PAR versatile 
steering on the Dragonfly arrange. The outcomes almost coordinate the execution of negligible directing on load-
adjusted traffic – while coordinating the execution of Valiant's steering calculation for antagonistic traffic designs. 
. 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 
 

 In the existing  congestion system congestion avoidance only near nodes.  
 No any security was provided to the data which is send over the network. 
 Data loss was more  
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IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 
 

These is proposed System architecture: 
 

  
V. ADVANTAGES 

 
1. Optimize its own throughput  
2. Established better and secure network. 
3. To reduce the conjunction on large interconnect network.  
4. To improve the overall performance of large scale network. 

 
VI. CONCLUSION 

 
In this project, we take a survey report to identify the impact of far-end congestion that occurs in large-scale 
networksbecause of long latency between neighboring routers and the different length channelsin the topology. In 
which all previous related work congestion at the far-end ofthe channel is not accurately represented at the near-end 
since in-flight packets (orcredits) that are being transmitted do not represent true congestion. In this survey wesee that 
Transient congestion is the result of fluctuation of network queue occupancydue to random traffic. 
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